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About This Game

Do you want to join an alpha game and see the tremendous updates? Here we present the Ultimate War project, we are a new
developer team and we want to bring you the best, we are players like you and we know how to listen and what our audience

wants. This game is based on the Shooter mode, but unlike any game we will try to cover as many game modes as possible for
your fun. In principle our game offers you conquest mode, plant the bomb, duel by teams and all against all, with which they

will be adding more functions throughout the process of the alpha.
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Game needs a lot of work to get in a more playable state. Currently, things seem very broken, you randomly have to recreate a
lifeform, the change to family member just changes you to a random ai that isn't the same lifeform you made, and a lot of the
parts don't seem to work right. Sad thing is the game isn't even marked as early access...

Seems like the cell stage of spore with more advanced features; just needs a lot of work to become playable.
Is currently no mouse support, looks like a quick port from a phone game. Other than that, seems like a game with a lot of
potential, and I really hope this dev sticks around!
Love the idea!

No other reviews because the dev never even bothered patching the game with steam. Therefore, steam does not even read that
your playing it, thus you can't reach the 5 minute time cap for a review. Did a hacky method to get around this ;).

Is a very early access (appears to be a prototype build) game. Do not purchase unless you want to watch as the game developes,
while supporting game development at the same time.. what i say DIE RUST DIE !!! FASTER U DIE FASTER ILL BE
HAPPY!!!. Pretty fine DLC, which worth its money.

Here you may find sunny fields, rainy city streets, stormy shores and foggy weather. Moreover, you will encounter almost all
kind of environments which were in the original pack of missions or previous DLCs: open shiny landscape as in Karak Azgaraz,
gloomy dungeon (with the torch!) from the Drachenfels and an urban part from the original game: marketplatz, and a graveyard
(with barrel throwing). Furthermore you may even find the Inn with the music from the Mitterfruhl event.

Oh, and of course, achievements, new dialogues, one new(?) weapon for the soldier and long-awaited  killable boss .

EDIT: In some sort it's an experimental DLC, with its pros and cons, where developers combined everything that already was in
game and implemented some new things, such as: wide opened hilly terrain (but unfortunately you will be saddened by frequent
invisible walls), a tall tower (from which you can jump, and where bots like to get stuck), a lot of twisted backstreets,  applying
of the barrel to destroy the obscruction for the tome ,  the boss fight itself and the new weapon  (although it looks like the same
two-handed sword, it is, by far, the most powerful DLC weapon Fatshark has ever made, which has x5 headshot multiplier,
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infinite targets, which makes this weapon an insane killing machine, and, of course, the new headshot sound! No wonder if it
would be nerfed).

All in all, this experiment worth a try.. Where did the days go? the days where you could market a game about killing yourself to
a young audience... this is a true classic with a really soild environment and story, it satires itself in a cheesy american way but
still manages to keep its charm.
Dicky camera but i can forgive it as its a port

overall, worth full price.... Seriois lag, AI stupid. where is the licence key for the ferry dlc

. The concept of the game is pretty neat, with levels that are upside, tiny, zoomed in, etc. However, your character 'slides'
slightly when moving/jumping and sometimes the controls don't respond precisely enough. With this type of game you really
want 100% control. There also don't seem to be too many different levels. I only played it for about 9 minutes (those 4 hours
was me idling for cards) and already replayed some levels several times.. Amazing atmosphere and just beautiful. I am really
looking forward to sinking my teeth in some more of the puzzles. The world is just sucking me in.. Both are good, a bit Risky
and Tricky to use, Iru is like Altenative version of Marc with powerful passive you can use her to choose wins or Stars Norma

Mira also good if you like stabbing people from behind,and spamming traps

Sweet and Cute Voice,Decent BGM
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A fantastic 'choose your own fantasy gun powder officer career' adventure, which I enjoy from beginning to end.

For those concerned about people stating the shortness of the content, It is apparently part 1 of 4. The 2nd game Guns Of
Infinity is already out and the 3rd one is currently in production. Some of the choices you don't think matter will be carried over
in your save games to the next one.

Give this one a chance.. Hey I just bought your game to try with vr oculus rift. When the car runs into the no zone wall area it
tends to spin the car 180 degrees. This can be an annoying glitch in the collison physics. Anyway I want to suggest about the
effect settings. I only saw a difference in the water but when there was no water around having it on ultra or high affected the
fps. Maybe a automatic effect setting changer that made the effects go on high when water is around. Question: Are u using
dynamic shadows or static shadows on the rocks and cactuses? If it is dynamic that could be why i am getting stutter in the
framerate with my gtx 970.. Cute little game. I played it on {LINK REMOVED} and everyone seemed to enjoy it. Short
though, wish there were more levels.. Game has potential but I think it's a long ways off a lot of food spoils and expires within a
day almost. I think the game needs to be slow down just a little bit it's a little bit fast. I can't have a fridge because the very next
day they the food goes bad and disappears. This is my kinda game but it's not ready for playing. This is one reason why I wait
for games on steam to go really cheap Before I buy because you can't play the game the way it should be played. I probably
won't play this for awhile until I'm sure updates have been done if they even are done.. There's not much to say about this game.
It's Unreal, it's simply awesome! Compared to the original Unreal Tournament (Which by the way is an epic game, pun
intended), now you can control vehicles, which is a neat feature. Vehicle battles are really fun!. Crazy shaving game,
kept me busy a few.
I wouldn't say 'lame',
but 'no, thank you'.

If you really don't have anything else to do
and you always wanted to trim some beards,
try it out, since it's free to play.
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